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Abstract: Recently, most of the hospitals are using conventional computer systems and medical equipment to diagnosis the patients. Moreover, healthcare services are mainly depending on the information technology, sometimes such dependency may cause network failure and that may result a loss of life. Therefore, in my contribution a smart architecture based on software defined radio (SDR) is proposed. This paper describes the proposed system in which three hospitals (SDR units), 9 patients are assumed at several distances from the hospital and they will try to communicate with the hospital. This system includes the integration of wireless communication concepts, wireless sensor networks, cloud technology and wireless medical devices on single common platform for seamless interoperability and reconfigurability. The proposed system is tested experimentally by using Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) N210 as hardware platform and GNU Radio as software. This paper presented experimental results in terms of channel noise, signal to noise ratio (SNR), bit error rate (BER) and throughput. This paper concludes that the SDR is an emerging technology in healthcare applications with 24hr/365day business.

Index Terms: AGC, Cognitive radio, GNU Radio, Software defined radio (SDR), USRP.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the majority of communication among human to human, human to device and device to device became wireless due to its flexibility. The advantages of wireless communication over wired communication are presented in [1]. However, the application of wireless communication and signal processing to get improved performance in health care and biomedical infrastructures became a major challenging goal of the researchers. In 1961, Brody et al., proposed multi polar current singularities to represent the electrical behavior of heart and postulated the concept of an ideal electrocardiographic lead field [2]. Paul et al., proposed a method for measuring dipole parameters such as magnitude, location and direction of isolated hearts and muscles application to Frog Gastrocnemius [3]. Before applying the concept of communication to the medical applications, the cells of the human body is digitized and stored in the memory of a computer. Various methods are proposed in the literature to intercommunicate these cells such as ad hoc approach, the curvature of boundary segments, the non Euclidean coordinate approach etc [4]. In addition, different telemedicine networks are presented by showing the transformation of cells from one network to another [5] and recent trends in wireless networks [6].

In 1996, the first endoscopic telemanipulator using robotics systems is developed [7]. In 1997, a World Wide Web-based medical collaboration environment, WebOnCOLL designed virtual workspaces to offer integrated services such as email, annotations (a natural way for people to interact with multimedia content) and online collaboration [8]. Pavlopoulos et al., developed a novel emergency telemedicine system based on wireless communication technology AMBULANCE to provide tele-diagnosis, tele-consultation of mobile healthcare providers and long distance support [9]. A European Union (EU)-financed maritime tele-medicine project, MERMAID, is proposed to provide healthcare services via Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)-based video conferencing [10]. In 1998, emerging imaging sensor technologies are developed by considering multimedia imaging detector and molecular bio-electromagnetics from aerospace to healthcare [11]. Xiaohui et al, introduced the concept of artificial intelligence (AI) components that include machine learning for eye diseases [12]. A new wireless near-infrared energy system for medical implants is developed in which the status of the patient is transferred electronically using infrared rays [13].

The RITHME intercommunication platform was proposed to provide several communication functions between remote patients with physicians and the movements of patients in the hospital as well as outside of the hospital was possible [14]. D. Feng et al., presented recent advancements in the information technology for biomedical functional imaging [15]. Providing continues monitoring on remote patients became challenging, therefore, high compression technologies are proposed to transmit audio and video via Internet [16]. In 2001, W.G. Scanlon et al., analyzed the usage of numerical electromagnetic modeling techniques such as finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) to design bodyworn antennas and presented results in terms of wireless personal-area networking applications and biomedical signaling for 2/spl middot/45 GHz, 916/spl middot/5 MHz and 418 MHz [17].

In 2002, bacteria responsible for ENT and eye infections are classified using the Cyranose system and two experiments are performed [18]. Arnon et al.,
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presented a comparative study of wireless communication network configurations such as Code-division multiple access (CDMA), slotted ALOHA (a multiple access protocol at the datalink layer), over ALOHA, polling, and Carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA) for medical applications [19]. A decision support system tool for healthcare technology assessments is proposed using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) methodology and the operations research/operations management (OR/OM) methodology [20]. Jian et al., designed a warning tool to detect Blood leakage during dialysis therapy based on fog computing with array photocell sensors and hetero-associative memory model [21].

Conventional wired/wireless communication devices include much hardware and complexity. They are designed for a dedicated purpose and they can not be used for various applications simultaneously, since, changing the hardware every-time is risky. Joseph Mittola proposed a new concept software defined radio (SDR) in which major hardware components can be implemented in software to reduce the hardware complexity, cost and to improve the reconfigurability [22]. In SDR, major signal processing can be done on general purpose processor (Computer or Mobile) and the processed signal is sent to hardware to do wireless transmission. Therefore, SDR provides more flexibility to apply for various applications just by changing the software. Chi-Hang Hsu et al., proposed a ubiquitous seamless mobile nursing cart (u-SMNC) with software defined radio for healthcare enterprises [23]. Currently, SDR is being used for military, commercial and hospital environments. Santiago et al., presented the applications of SDR technology in hospital environments [24]. Catarinucci et al., designed an IoT based smart architecture to monitor and patients contentiously within the hospital and its surroundings [25]. In my contribution, a novel architecture is designed using SDR technology for improving the communication among physicians and patients and also providing the authentication for patients.

**II. SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO**

The software defined radio (SDR) testbed is shown in Figure 1 in which Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) N210 [26] employed as hardware platform and GNU Radio [27] as software. As shown in Figure 1, the incoming radio frequency (RF) signal from a patient is converted in to intermediate frequency (IF) signal and then in to baseband signal at hospital using SDR platform. Incoming RF signal is processed through mixer to extract the original signal and then sent through analog to digital converter (ADC) to convert analog signal to digital signal (ADC) and decimated in to baseband signal by digital down converter (DDC). The baseband signal is now processed to the GNU Radio installed computer via Ethernet cable. Required baseband processing such as source encoding, channel encoding, modulation, digital filtering etc is performed. In the receiver path, all the reverse operations such as demodulation, channel decoding, source decoding, interpolation, digital to analog conversion (DAC) are performed and then sent in to the air [28].

![Block diagram of Software Defined Radio](image-url)
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL

Software Defined Radio based smart architecture is proposed in this paper due to its intelligent and simple network architecture as shown in Figure 2. The proposed system mainly focuses on healthcare environments, in which three hospitals, nine patients, three client clouds and one server cloud are assumed. At each hospital one SDR platform is placed which acts as one access point. In each network, three patients are communicated at several distances from the hospital. Patients may use a different kind of handsets like 2G, 3G, and 4G, however, all these bands can be communicated by SDR which is the main advantage of SDR using in this system. Patient 1 (P1), P2 and P3 are communicating with hospital 1 at a distance of 3kms, 2kms and 5kms, respectively. P4, P5 and P6 are communicating with hospital 2 at a distance of 2.5kms, 3kms and 6kms, respectively. P7, P8 and P9 are communicating with hospital 3 at a distance of 3kms, 2kms and 5kms, respectively. SDR monitors and tracks the health condition of each patient in its coverage area, however, before communicating a patient it checks the authorization of that particular patient. An authorized RFID is given to each patient which is designed based on a separate coding and modulation method for each patient by the hospital authority. If predetermined modulation and coding is not matched, authorization will be failed and the communication between patient and hospital will be declined. In such case, patient needs to contact the hospital authority to continue his communication with SDR. If any illness is found in a patient, SDR unit will send the status information of health as a text message to the patient as well as a guardian. If any significant illness is found and the patient is not contacted the hospital, then hospital people will contact the patient and an ambulance will be sent to the patient location with necessary medication. In this way, my proposed system improve the healthcare infrastructure. If any patient is entering from one SDR network to another network, his authentication will be tested automatically and he will be treated as a patient for the second SDR network. If one SDR network is busy with number of patients, some patients will be treated by other network and this action will be taken care by the central unit cognitive radio (CR). Generally, cognitive radio (CR) senses the environment and manages the available spectrum. If two patients will try to contact a single hospital, cognitive radio allocates appointment based on the seriousness of the patient. Each patient’s health information is stored in local client clouds and the significant information is also stored in server cloud by reducing the burden on server client.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, three SDR platforms are placed at various distances and tested by changing distance among them as well as patients. The proposed system is analyzed by placing three SDR units, 9 patients’ user data at various places with several distances as shown in Figure 2. The experimental results are analyzed in terms of signal to noise ratio (SNR), bit error rate (BER) and throughput. The results are presented separately for hospital 1, hospital 2 and hospital 3 (SDRs) in Tables 1, 2 and 3, respectively. It can be observed from tables that, the patient who is near by the hospital has high SNR, low BER and high throughput, and the patient who is far away from the hospital has low SNR, high BER and low throughput. Therefore, it can be concluded that higher SNR patients can communicate easily with hospital. For improving the communication between hospital and patient, higher modulation techniques can also be used. Furthermore, experimental results of the proposed architecture is analyzed in terms of sample noise voltage, signal to noise ratio (SNR), bit error rate (BER) and throughput.
Table 1: Experimental results obtained at Hospital 1 (SDR 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR (dB)</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Throughput (Mbits/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 (3 Kms)</td>
<td>P2 (2 Kms)</td>
<td>P3 (5 Kms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Experimental results obtained at Hospital 2 (SDR 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR (dB)</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Throughput (Mbits/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P4 (2.5 Kms)</td>
<td>$10^{-7}$</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 (3 Kms)</td>
<td>$10^{-6}$</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 (6 Kms)</td>
<td>$10^{-3}$</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 (2.5 Kms)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28 (2.5 Kms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 (3 Kms)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31 (3 Kms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 (6 Kms)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>61 (6 Kms)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Experimental results obtained at Hospital 3 (SDR 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR (dB)</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Throughput (Mbits/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P7 (4 Kms)</td>
<td>$10^{-5}$</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8 (3 Kms)</td>
<td>$10^{-6}$</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9 (10 Kms)</td>
<td>$10^{-1}$</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 (4 Kms)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>22 (4 Kms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9 (3 Kms)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31 (3 Kms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9 (10 Kms)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>61 (10 Kms)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

This paper described the proposed smart architecture for healthcare applications based on software defined radio (SDR). A detailed review literature in the field of wireless communication for medical application is presented chronically and especially focused on SDR applications for healthcare. For the experimental purpose, three hospitals and 9 patients are assumed at several distances and corresponding results are tabulated. It is concluded from the obtained results that a patient who is near by the hospital has high SNR with high throughput and low BER can communicate successfully with the hospital than far user. Therefore, the implementation cost is reduced by employing SDR testbed. In future, I would like to extend the system in terms of number of hospitals, patients and also by placing patients at long distances by maintaining low BER, high SNR and high throughput.
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